AT&S launches new technology

Smaller and smaller, and with ever more functions – the products of the future continue to evolve. More economical use of space has now become an absolute must for the manufacturer. The new technology enables System-in-Package (SiP) solutions as already offered by leading suppliers like Texas Instruments. AT&S creates more space in the smallest devices: AT&S’s embedded component packaging technology - ECP® is used to enable further miniaturisation of electronic devices while at the same time enhancing their performance.

“AT&S has developed the crucial industrial production processes for ECP® technology,” explains AT&S’s CEO Andreas Gerstenmayer. “We are particularly pleased that high-end customers such as Texas Instruments are convinced by this technology. We are working on a new generation of PCBs for miniaturised components.” AT&S has been on the forefront for ten years on solving the problems of embedding active and passive electronic components in printed circuit boards. “We have demonstrated our strong competitive edge by bringing this new technology to market”, says AT&S’s CEO Gerstenmayer.

ECP® is a highly efficient technology for integrating active and passive electronic components into printed circuit boards. It will be used in products that need to fit the largest possible number of features into the smallest possible space. A conventional component consists of a semiconductor core that has to be mounted on a circuit board substrate and appropriate packaged. ECP® provides an efficient alternative to existing component packaging methods and enables the device to be both smaller and more powerful.

ECP® opens up the possibilities of new product generations for our customers – with a revolutionary impact on the semiconductor and chip industry. The combination of increasing added value by embedding components and opening up a whole new market is a highly promising growth scenario for AT&S.

About AT&S
AT&S Austria Technologie & Systemtechnik Aktiengesellschaft (AT&S) is European market leader and one of the world’s strongest-performing printed circuit board manufacturers. AT&S is especially well positioned worldwide in the high-tech market segment for HDI microvia printed circuit boards, which are chiefly used in mobile devices. The Group is also highly successful in the automotive printed circuit board market, and in the industrial and medical technology sectors. As a vigorous and growing international enterprise, AT&S has a global presence, with three production facilities in Austria (Leoben, Fehring, Klagenfurt) and one each in India (Nanjangud), China (Shanghai) and Korea (Ansan, near Seoul). For more information visit www.ats.net
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